Pocket Chart Class Jobs (Black)

Summary

Full-color photo cards include 10 job cards, 2 blank cards, and 2 title cards (1 blank). Also includes a 2-page activity guide.

Pocket Chart Daily Schedule (Black)

Summary

Full-color photo cards include 10 subject cards, 5 blank cards, and 1 title card. Also includes a 2-page activity guide.
Pocket Chart Monthly Calendar (Black)

Summary
Full-color photo cards include 12 month cards, 33 date cards, 7 week days, 4 birthdays, 2 field trips, and 2 special days. Also includes a 2-page activity guide.

Alone We Can POP! Chart

Summary
Encourage your students to think, dream, and do their best with these inspirational POP! Charts. POP! Charts measure 13 3/8” x 19”.

Books! Barbells POP! Chart

Summary
Encourage your students to think, dream, and do their best with these inspirational POP! Charts. POP! Charts measure 13 3/8" x 19".

Do What You Can POP! Chart

Summary
Encourage your students to think, dream, and do their best with these inspirational POP! Charts. POP! Charts measure 13 3/8" x 19".
Focus On POP! Chart

Summary
Encourage your students to think, dream, and do their best with these inspirational POP! Charts. POP! Charts measure 13 3/8" x 19".

If Plan A POP! Chart

Summary
Encourage your students to think, dream, and do their best with these inspirational POP! Charts. POP! Charts measure 13 3/8" x 19".
It Always Seems POP! Chart

Summary

Encourage your students to think, dream, and do their best with these inspirational POP! Charts. POP! Charts measure 13 3/8" x 19".

Mistakes Are POP! Chart

Summary

Encourage your students to think, dream, and do their best with these inspirational POP! Charts. POP! Charts measure 13 3/8" x 19".
Predict Your Future POP! Chart

Summary

Encourage your students to think, dream, and do their best with these inspirational POP! Charts. POP! Charts measure 13 3/8" x 19".

Read Books POP! Chart

Summary

Encourage your students to think, dream, and do their best with these inspirational POP! Charts. POP! Charts measure 13 3/8" x 19".
**Read to Know POP! Chart**

**Summary**

Encourage your students to think, dream, and do their best with these inspirational POP! Charts. POP! Charts measure 13 3/8" x 19".

---

**Say Something Nice POP! Chart**

**Summary**

Encourage your students to think, dream, and do their best with these inspirational POP! Charts. POP! Charts measure 13 3/8" x 19".
The Expert POP! Chart

Summary

Encourage your students to think, dream, and do their best with these inspirational POP! Charts. POP! Charts measure 13 3/8" x 19".

To Be a Writer POP! Chart

Summary

Encourage your students to think, dream, and do their best with these inspirational POP! Charts. POP! Charts measure 13 3/8" x 19".
Today a Reader POP! Chart

Summary

Encourage your students to think, dream, and do their best with these inspirational POP! Charts. POP! Charts measure 13 3/8” x 19”.

Whatever You Are POP! Chart

Summary

Encourage your students to think, dream, and do their best with these inspirational POP! Charts. POP! Charts measure 13 3/8” x 19”.
You're Wrong POP! Chart

Summary
Encourage your students to think, dream, and do their best with these inspirational POP! Charts. POP! Charts measure 13 3/8" x 19".

Clifford Birthday Bulletin Board

Summary
Make every child's birthday a special celebration with Clifford The Big Red Dog®. This fun set features a giant Clifford with separate party hat, a Happy Birthday banner, and write-on/wipe-off banner and balloons. Perfect for grouping and class management!
Clifford Goal Setting Bulletin Board

Summary
Let Clifford and his friends encourage all learners to achieve their goals!

Features:
• 10 ready-to-fill-in levels (create clear steps to reaching any goal)
• 11-1/2" wide x 48" high (the perfect size for any door or hallway)
• write-on/wipe-off (can be used over and over again)

Incentive Charts Bulletin Board

Summary
Keep your students motivated and organized with these versatile incentive charts. Five reusable, large-format charts feature 36 rows and 25 columns and make it easy to organize and track activities and goals for your whole class—homework, chores, attendance, and more!
Pop Art Classroom Bulletin Board

Summary
Make your classroom really pop! These colorful, Pop Art-inspired banners, charts, labels, and more are a fun way to welcome students manage your classroom. Use to track class activities and motivate students to achieve their goals!

This 16-piece set includes:
• 3 banners: welcome, door, and blank (each 12" x 6")
• 3 charts: monthly, incentive, blank (18" x 24")
• 4 chart labels: Class Jobs, Class Rules, Schedule, Star Students
• 5 motivational words
• 4-page activity guide

Science Rules! Bulletin Board

Summary
Create an environment where science rules! These labels, lab objects, banner and mini poster help teach the scientific method. Features 36 beakers to personalize or use to form groups, review vocabulary, chart data, and much more!
ABC Border Mini Bulletin Board

Summary
Teaching the alphabet is as easy as . . . ABC! This bright, colorful alphabet border will brighten up your classroom while serving as a great resource for teaching the ABCs to young learners!

Clifford Class Rules Mini Bulletin Board

Summary
When it comes to class rules, Clifford The Big Red Dog® rules! Let everyone's favorite dog and friends help establish class rules-and motivate students to follow them! Post around your room as colorful, encouraging reminders of good behaviors!

Includes:
• 13 scenes featuring Clifford and friends
• 2-page activity guide
Clifford Counts Mini Bulletin Board

Summary
Brighten up your classroom with this colorful Clifford The Big Red Dog® frieze that helps students learn basic math skills, such as counting, addition and subtraction, greater than, less than, and more!

Includes:
• 0-30 number frieze (10' x 4")
• +, -, =, >, <>
• 2-page activity guide

Greek & Latin Roots Mini Bulletin Board

Summary
These easy-to-read, color-coded cards teach 36 essential Greek and Latin roots, with definition and examples for each. Post the cards around the room to serve as a resource for students all year long! Great for pocket charts.

This 36-piece set includes:
• 18 Greek root cards (6" x 4")
• 18 Latin root cards (6" x 4")
• 2-page activity card
Let's Read! Mini Bulletin Board

Summary
A colorful way to keep track of what students are reading—and inspire students to read more! Ten bright genre labels help you teach about types of literature. Write-on/wipe-off labels, books, and shelves let you create reading records, set goals, and much more!

Includes:
• 100 books (10 sets of 10)
• 5 separate shelves (10 feet total)
• 10 genre labels
• 12 customizable labels
• 2-page activity guide

Text Structures Mini Bulletin Board

Summary
Teaching about text structures is a snap with these colorful cards and banner. The five structure cards feature clear definitions, signal words, and guiding questions to help teach about description, sequence, cause-effect, problem-solution, and compare-contrast!

Includes:
• 5 text structure cards (24” x 6”)
• text structures banner
• 2-page activity guide
Clifford Bones Scalloped Trimmer

Summary
Frame your displays with this colorful, scalloped trimmer. Plastic-coated and fade-resistant. 36 feet long and 2-1/4" tall.

Festive Bunting Scalloped Trimmer

Summary
Frame your displays with this colorful, scalloped trimmer. Plastic-coated and fade-resistant. 36 feet long and 2-1/4" tall.
**Patriotic Bunting JUMBO Borders**

**Summary**
Celebrate the holidays in a BIG way with this 12 foot JUMBO border! 12 feet long and 8.75" tall.

---

**Pop Art Scalloped Trimmer**

**Summary**
Frame your displays with this colorful, scalloped trimmer. Plastic-coated and fade-resistant. 36 feet long and 2-1/4" tall.
**Spring Bunting Scalloped Trimmer**

**Summary**

Frame your displays with this colorful, scalloped trimmer. Plastic-coated and fade-resistant. 36 feet long and 2-1/4" tall.

---

**Stark Dots Scalloped Trimmer**

**Summary**

Frame your displays with this colorful, scalloped trimmer. Plastic-coated and fade-resistant. 36 feet long and 2-1/4" tall.
**Stark Stripes Scalloped Trimmer**

**Summary**
Frame your displays with this colorful, scalloped trimmer. Plastic-coated and fade-resistant. 36 feet long and 2-1/4" tall.

---

**Clifford Good Work Stickers**

**Summary**
Recognize great work with these motivational Clifford The Big Red Dog® stickers.
Color With Clifford The Big Red Dog
Scholastic Teaching Resources

Colorful, fun-filled books featuring Clifford, the Big Red Dog® include easy patterns and activities specially designed for young children to help build fine-motor and early literacy skills.

Summary
Play is learning and learning is fun with everyone's much-loved canine-Clifford, the Big Red Dog®! These colorful, fun-filled books offer easy patterns and activities that help young children develop and strengthen visual perception and discrimination, eye-hand coordination, and fine-motor skills—so important for learning to read, write, and learn math. Specially designed to meet the developmental abilities of young children, the big, bold patterns offer support as children practice tracing and writing numbers and letters, drawing, coloring, matching, counting, and other early literacy skills.

Count With Clifford The Big Red Dog
Scholastic Teaching Resources

Colorful, fun-filled books featuring Clifford, the Big Red Dog® include easy patterns and activities specially designed for young children to help build fine-motor and early literacy skills.

Summary
Play is learning and learning is fun with everyone's much-loved canine-Clifford, the Big Red Dog®! These colorful, fun-filled books offer easy patterns and activities that help young children develop and strengthen visual perception and discrimination, eye-hand coordination, and fine-motor skills—so important for learning to read, write, and learn math. Specially designed to meet the developmental abilities of young children, the big, bold patterns offer support as children practice tracing and writing numbers and letters, drawing, coloring, matching, counting, and other early literacy skills.
Draw With Clifford The Big Red Dog
Scholastic Teaching Resources

Colorful, fun-filled books featuring Clifford, the Big Red Dog® include easy patterns and activities specially designed for young children to help build fine-motor and early literacy skills.

Summary
Play is learning and learning is fun with everyone's much-loved canine-Clifford, the Big Red Dog®! These colorful, fun-filled books offer easy patterns and activities that help young children develop and strengthen visual perception and discrimination, eye-hand coordination, and fine-motor skills-so important for learning to read, write, and learn math. Specially designed to meet the developmental abilities of young children, the big, bold patterns offer support as children practice tracing and writing numbers and letters, drawing, coloring, matching, counting, and other early literacy skills.

Match With Clifford The Big Red Dog
Scholastic Teaching Resources

Colorful, fun-filled books featuring Clifford, the Big Red Dog® include easy patterns and activities specially designed for young children to help build fine-motor and early literacy skills.

Summary
Play is learning and learning is fun with everyone's much-loved canine-Clifford, the Big Red Dog®! These colorful, fun-filled books offer easy patterns and activities that help young children develop and strengthen visual perception and discrimination, eye-hand coordination, and fine-motor skills-so important for learning to read, write, and learn math. Specially designed to meet the developmental abilities of young children, the big, bold patterns offer support as children practice tracing and writing numbers and letters, drawing, coloring, matching, counting, and other early literacy skills.
**Trace With Clifford The Big Red Dog**

Scholastic Teaching Resources

Colorful, fun-filled books featuring Clifford, the Big Red Dog® include easy patterns and activities specially designed for young children to help build fine-motor and early literacy skills.

**Summary**

Play is learning and learning is fun with everyone's much-loved canine-Clifford, the Big Red Dog®! These colorful, fun-filled books offer easy patterns and activities that help young children develop and strengthen visual perception and discrimination, eye-hand coordination, and fine-motor skills so important for learning to read, write, and learn math. Specially designed to meet the developmental abilities of young children, the big, bold patterns offer support as children practice tracing and writing numbers and letters, drawing, coloring, matching, counting, and other early literacy skills.

**Write With Clifford The Big Red Dog**

Scholastic Teaching Resources

Colorful, fun-filled books featuring Clifford, the Big Red Dog® include easy patterns and activities specially designed for young children to help build fine-motor and early literacy skills.

**Summary**

Play is learning and learning is fun with everyone's much-loved canine-Clifford, the Big Red Dog®! These colorful, fun-filled books offer easy patterns and activities that help young children develop and strengthen visual perception and discrimination, eye-hand coordination, and fine-motor skills so important for learning to read, write, and learn math. Specially designed to meet the developmental abilities of young children, the big, bold patterns offer support as children practice tracing and writing numbers and letters, drawing, coloring, matching, counting, and other early literacy skills.
100 Math Practice Pages (Grade 1)
Scholastic

A perfect way to support students who need extra practice with numbers and counting, place value, addition, subtraction, time, measurement, shapes, graphs, and more!

Summary
With this collection of 100 eye-catching, reproducible practice pages at their fingertips, teachers will find it easy to reinforce grade-level, standards-based math skills. The pages can be used any time students need to work independently and many include fun formats to boost motivation. A perfect way to support students who need extra practice with numbers and counting, place value, addition, subtraction, time, measurement, shapes, graphs, and more! For use with Grade 1.

100 Math Practice Pages (Grade 2)
Scholastic

A perfect way to support students who need extra practice with numbers and counting, place value, addition, subtraction, time, measurement, shapes, graphs, and more!

Summary
With this collection of 100 eye-catching, reproducible practice pages at their fingertips, teachers will find it easy to reinforce grade-level, standards-based math skills. The pages can be used any time students need to work independently and many include fun formats to boost motivation. A perfect way to support students who need extra practice with numbers and counting, place value, addition, subtraction, time, measurement, shapes, graphs, and more! For use with Grade 2.
**100 Math Practice Pages (Grade 3)**

Scholastic

A perfect way to support students who need extra practice with addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, fractions, measurement, geometry, graphs, and more!

**Summary**

With this collection of 100 eye-catching, reproducible practice pages at their fingertips, teachers will find it easy to reinforce grade-level, standards-based math skills. The pages can be used any time students need to work independently and many include fun formats to boost motivation. A perfect way to support students who need extra practice with addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, fractions, measurement, geometry, graphs, and more! For use with Grade 3.

---

**100 Math Practice Pages (Grade 4)**

Scholastic

A perfect way to support students who need extra practice with addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, fractions, decimals, measurement, data analysis, and more!

**Summary**

With this collection of 100 eye-catching, reproducible practice pages at their fingertips, teachers will find it easy to reinforce grade-level, standards-based math skills. The pages can be used any time students need to work independently and many include fun formats to boost motivation. A perfect way to support students who need extra practice with addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, fractions, decimals, measurement, data analysis, and more! For use with Grade 4.
**100 Math Practice Pages (Grade 5)**

Scholastic

A perfect way to support students who need extra practice with multiplication, division, numerical expressions, fractions, decimals, measurement, geometry, data analysis, and more!

**Summary**

With this collection of 100 eye-catching, reproducible practice pages at their fingertips, teachers will find it easy to reinforce grade-level, standards-based math skills. The pages can be used any time students need to work independently and many include fun formats to boost motivation. A perfect way to support students who need extra practice with multiplication, division, numerical expressions, fractions, decimals, measurement, geometry, data analysis, and more! For use with Grade 5.

---

**100 Math Practice Pages (Grade 6)**

Scholastic

A perfect way to support students who need extra practice with multiplication, division, ratios, numerical expressions, fractions, decimals, measurement, data analysis, and more!

**Summary**

With this collection of 100 eye-catching, reproducible practice pages at their fingertips, teachers will find it easy to reinforce grade-level, standards-based math skills. The pages can be used any time students need to work independently and many include fun formats to boost motivation. A perfect way to support students who need extra practice with multiplication, division, ratios, numerical expressions, fractions, decimals, measurement, data analysis, and more! For use with Grade 6.
**50 Common Core Reading Response Activities**

*Easy Mini-Lessons and Engaging Activities to Help Students Explore and Analyze Literature and Informational Texts*

Marilyn Pryle

Powerful activities that help students meet rigorous standards!

**Summary**

Help students meet the Common Core with these common-sense lessons and activities from master teacher Marilyn Pryle. She shares simple practices—such as the Quote Wall, Genre Index, and Allusion Wall of Fame—that can be woven seamlessly into your weekly routine to develop deep reading habits. She also presents engaging reading response activities that prompt students to interact with text in meaningful ways, close reading to trace character development, explore relationships between events and ideas, discern point of view, discover themes, and so much more! For use with Grades 5 & Up.

**Contributor Bio**

Marilyn Pryle has taught writing, English literature and ESL for over sixteen. She has lived and taught in Philadelphia, Scranton, and Boston, and began her career in Kathmandu, Nepal, as a Jesuit International Volunteer. In Boston, Marilyn created and taught a full-time eighth-grade writing workshop; this experience served as the springboard for both Teaching Students to Write Effective Essays and Purposeful Conferences, Powerful Writing. Marilyn has also published poems and essays. She currently lives in Clarks Green, Pennsylvania, with her husband, Tim, and sons, Gavin and Tiernan.

---

**75 Sing-Along E-Songs That Teach Essential Early Reading Skills**

Teddy Slater

Children master early reading skills with this huge collection of fun sing-along songs that teach the alphabet, phonics, and word families.

**Summary**

Children will master early reading skills with this huge collection of sing-along songs set to favorite tunes! These songs introduce the building blocks of reading success—alphabet, phonics, and word families. Kids will have a blast as they sing songs that teach:

- Phonemic awareness
- Letter recognition
- Short and long vowels
- Blends and digraphs
- Rhyming words
- and more!

Includes a teaching guide with reproducible song sheets and four CDs. Perfect for circle time, transitions, or anytime! For use with Grades PreK-2.
**Beyond Bedtime Stories, 2nd. Edition**  
*A Parent's Guide to Promoting Reading Writing, and Other Literacy Skills from Birth to 5*  
Nell Duke, V. Susan Bennett-Armistead, Annie Moses

**Summary**  
While most parents understand the importance of promoting literacy in their young children, they often aren't sure how to do it. This book provides guidance. Taking a "literacy-throughout-the-day" approach, the authors organize the book around spaces in the home—the kitchen, bedroom, living room, and so forth—and suggest fun, stimulating activities for building children's reading, writing, listening, and speaking skills in those spaces. Filled with tips, photos, milestones to watch for, and great ideas to try today, *Beyond Bedtime Stories* is essential reading. For use with Grades Infant-K.

---

**Close Reading for the Whole Class**  
*Easy Strategies for: Choosing Complex Texts ? Creating Text-Dependent Questions ? Teaching Close Reading Lessons*  
Sandra Athans, Denise Devine

Classroom-tested lessons and teaching tools that guide students step-by-step through close reading grade-level texts.

**Summary**  
Close reading is a key strategy for comprehending the complex texts required by the Common Core. Sandra Athans and Denise Devine unpack this strategy, breaking it down into manageable components and sharing their classroom-tested lessons and teaching tools that guide students step-by-step through close reading grade-level texts. Athans and Devine demonstrate how to  
- select appropriate text for instruction  
- develop high-level questions to guide student thinking  
- teach students to use evidence to support their responses  
- facilitate discussion to further deepen student comprehension  
- scaffold struggling readers  
For use with Grades 2-6.

**Contributor Bio**  
Sandra Athans and Denise Devine teach fourth grade in updated New York. They have previously published *Quality Comprehension and Fun-tastic Activities for Differentiation Comprehension Instruction with IRA.*
Engaging Families in Children's Literacy Development: A Complete Workshop Series


Nell Duke, Gail Jordan, Kathryn Roberts

With this innovative toolkit, workshop leaders can successfully plan, organize, and deliver five workshop sessions focused on helping families boost children's literacy growth at home.

Summary

Teaching families how to build children's literacy skills during everyday activities can play a big role in students' future success in school and in life. This innovative research-based workshop kit prepares literacy educators to lead a series of five 90-minute sessions that demonstrate with videos and hands-on activities easy, practical ways families can read, write, draw, and talk with children. The goal is coaching families to be powerfully engaged in their children's literacy growth at home. Created and field tested by three literacy experts, the workshop kit includes
• a step-by-step workshop leader's guide
• hands-on literacy activity ideas for participating families to try
• video clips of families engaged in lively literacy practices to kick-off each workshop
• 5 high-quality trade books for modeling ways to share books with children
• tips for successful workshop implementation and boosting attendance

Perfect for family literacy development opportunities in school and community settings.

Components:
• Workshop Leader's Guide (96 pp)
• DVD (videos)
• CD (reproducible forms...)

Geronimo Stilton Academy: Comprehension Pawbook Level 1

Scholastic Teaching Resources

The Geronimo Stilton Academy: Comprehension Pawbooks have been developed to build on children's interest in the Geronimo Stilton series to develop their literacy skills through structured exercises.

Summary

The Geronimo Stilton Academy: Comprehension Pawbooks have been developed to build on children's interest in the Geronimo Stilton series to develop their literacy skills through structured exercises. Designed to fuel children's interest in reading, this series engages children and makes the learning of English enjoyable. Each workbook contains
• Authentic excerpts from the Geronimo Stilton series.
• Structured practices to develop children's reading skills.
• Variety of question types comprising whilst-reading questions, comprehension questions and graphics-based activities at different levels of difficulty to ensure thorough understanding of the text.
• Fun activities at the end of each section that are related to the excerpts to engage and motivate students to read.
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Geronimo Stilton Academy: Comprehension Pawbook Level 2
Scholastic Teaching Resources

The Geronimo Stilton Academy: Comprehension Pawbooks have been developed to build on children's interest in the Geronimo Stilton series to develop their literacy skills through structured exercises. Designed to fuel children's interest in reading, this series engages children and makes the learning ...

Summary

The Geronimo Stilton Academy: Comprehension Pawbooks have been developed to build on children's interest in the Geronimo Stilton series to develop their literacy skills through structured exercises. Designed to fuel children's interest in reading, this series engages children and makes the learning of English enjoyable.

Each workbook contains
• Authentic excerpts from the Geronimo Stilton series.
• Structured practices to develop children's reading skills.
• Variety of question types comprising whilst-reading questions, comprehension questions and graphics-based activities at different levels of difficulty to ensure thorough understanding of the text.
• Fun activities at the end of each section that are related to the excerpts to engage and motivate students to read.

Geronimo Stilton Academy: Comprehension Pawbook Level 3
Scholastic Teaching Resources

The Geronimo Stilton Academy: Comprehension Pawbooks have been developed to build on children's interest in the Geronimo Stilton series to develop their literacy skills through structured exercises. Designed to fuel children's interest in reading, this series engages children and makes the learning ...

Summary

The Geronimo Stilton Academy: Comprehension Pawbooks have been developed to build on children's interest in the Geronimo Stilton series to develop their literacy skills through structured exercises. Designed to fuel children's interest in reading, this series engages children and makes the learning of English enjoyable.

Each workbook contains
• Authentic excerpts from the Geronimo Stilton series.
• Structured practices to develop children's reading skills.
• Variety of question types comprising whilst-reading questions, comprehension questions and graphics-based activities at different levels of difficulty to ensure thorough understanding of the text.
• Fun activities at the end of each section that are related to the excerpts to engage and motivate students to read.
**Great Grammar Practice: Grade 1**
Linda Beech

Ready-to-go reproducible pages that target key grade-level grammar topics-parts of speech, verb tenses, capitalization, punctuation, types of sentences, and more!

**Summary**
This resource features ready-to-go reproducible pages that target key grade-level grammar topics-parts of speech, verb tenses, capitalization, punctuation, types of sentences, and more! Each activity includes quick teacher tips, but because most students will be able to complete these exercises independently, they are perfect for seat work or homework. Solid practice that helps reinforce the grammar skills students need to succeed-and meet higher standards. For use with Grade 1.

---

**Great Grammar Practice: Grade 2**
Linda Beech

Ready-to-go reproducible pages that target key grade-level grammar topics-parts of speech, verb tenses, capitalization, punctuation, types of sentences, and more!

**Summary**
This resource features ready-to-go reproducible pages that target key grade-level grammar topics-parts of speech, verb tenses, capitalization, punctuation, types of sentences, and more! Each activity includes quick teacher tips, but because most students will be able to complete these exercises independently, they are perfect for seat work or homework. Solid practice that helps reinforce the grammar skills students need to succeed-and meet higher standards. For use with Grade 2.
Great Grammar Practice: Grade 3
Linda Beech

Ready-to-go reproducible pages that target key grade-level grammar topics-parts of speech, verb tenses, capitalization, punctuation, types of sentences, and more!

Summary
This resource features ready-to-go reproducible pages that target key grade-level grammar topics-parts of speech, verb tenses, capitalization, punctuation, types of sentences, and more! Each activity includes quick teacher tips, but because most students will be able to complete these exercises independently, they are perfect for seat work or homework. Solid practice that helps reinforce the grammar skills students need to succeed-and meet higher standards. For use with Grade 3.

Great Grammar Practice: Grade 4
Linda Beech

Ready-to-go reproducible pages that target key grade-level grammar topics-parts of speech, verb tenses, capitalization, punctuation, types of sentences, and more!

Summary
This resource features ready-to-go reproducible pages that target key grade-level grammar topics-parts of speech, verb tenses, capitalization, punctuation, types of sentences, and more! Each activity includes quick teacher tips, but because most students will be able to complete these exercises independently, they are perfect for seat work or homework. Solid practice that helps reinforce the grammar skills students need to succeed-and meet higher standards. For use with Grade 4.
Great Grammar Practice: Grade 5
Linda Beech

Ready-to-go reproducible pages that target key grade-level grammar topics—parts of speech, verb tenses, capitalization, punctuation, types of sentences, and more!

Summary
This resource features ready-to-go reproducible pages that target key grade-level grammar topics—parts of speech, verb tenses, capitalization, punctuation, types of sentences, and more! Each activity includes quick teacher tips, but because most students will be able to complete these exercises independently, they are perfect for seat work or homework. Solid practice that helps reinforce the grammar skills students need to succeed—and meet higher standards. For use with Grade 5.

Great Grammar Practice: Grade 6
Linda Beech

Ready-to-go reproducible pages that target key grade-level grammar topics—parts of speech, verb tenses, capitalization, punctuation, types of sentences, and more!

Summary
This resource features ready-to-go reproducible pages that target key grade-level grammar topics—parts of speech, verb tenses, capitalization, punctuation, types of sentences, and more! Each activity includes quick teacher tips, but because most students will be able to complete these exercises independently, they are perfect for seat work or homework. Solid practice that helps reinforce the grammar skills students need to succeed—and meet higher standards. For use with Grade 6.
I Can Learn To Read Collection: Level A
Scholastic Teaching Resources

Jumpstart your child's reading ability with this value-packed book set from the literacy pros at Scholastic! Perfect for beginning readers, this box set includes:

Summary
Jumpstart your child's reading ability with this value-packed book set from the literacy pros at Scholastic! Perfect for beginning readers, this box set includes:

- 20 First Little Readers, Level A are simple stories that give children the confidence to read all by themselves.
- 10 Sight Word Readers feature lively tales that teach must-know sight words to lay the foundation for reading success.
- 10 Nursery Rhyme Readers are beautiful books that introduce children to beloved rhymes and boost key literacy skills.
- 25 fun stickers to motivate and reward your child.
- Plus, a Parent Guide with quick tips to help you help your child soar as a new reader. For use with...

I Can Learn To Read Collection: Level B
Scholastic Teaching Resources

Jumpstart your child's reading ability with this value-packed book set from the literacy pros at Scholastic! Perfect for readers with a little experience reading, this box set includes:

Summary
Jumpstart your child's reading ability with this value-packed book set from the literacy pros at Scholastic! Perfect for readers with a little experience reading, this box set includes:

- 20 First Little Readers, Level B are simple stories that give children the tools they need to move to the next step in reading.
- 10 Sight Word Readers feature lively tales that teach must-know sight words to lay the foundation for reading success.
- 10 Very First Biographies are easy informational books that introduce children to 10 notable Americans.
- 25 fun stickers to motivate and reward your child.
- Plus, a Parent Guide with quick tips to help you help your child soar as a new reader. For use with...
**I Can Learn To Read Collection: Level C**

Jumpstart your child's reading ability with this value-packed book set from the literacy pros at Scholastic!

Perfect for readers who can sound out some words, this box set includes:

**Summary**

Jumpstart your child's reading ability with this value-packed book set from the literacy pros at Scholastic!

- **20 First Little Readers, Level C** are simple stories that give children the tools they need to become confident readers.
- **10 Just-Right Readers** are lively stories that are just right for kids who can sound out some words.
- **10 Next-Step Readers** are engaging tales that help children grow into capable, independent readers.
- **25 fun stickers** to motivate and reward your child.
- **Plus, a Parent Guide** with quick tips to help you help your child soar as a new reader. For use with...

---

**20 Reproducible Passages With Text-Marking Activities That Guide Students to Read Strategically for Deep Comprehension**

Martin Lee, Marcia Miller

High-interest reproducible informational passages provide text-marking practice that help students read closely, build comprehension skills, and meet higher standards.

**Summary**

The higher standards students today are expected to meet call for literacy instruction that focuses on the close reading of complex texts. These informational text passages are organized around high-interest topics connected to the curriculum and to key comprehension skills. The readings are specially formatted to provide practice with text marking, a proven, powerful tool for building comprehension skills, such as finding main idea and details, identifying cause and effect, and sequencing events. For use with Grade 1.
20 Reproducible Passages With Text-Marking Activities That Guide Students to Read Strategically for Deep Comprehension
Martin Lee, Marcia Miller

High-interest reproducible informational passages provide text-marking practice that help students read closely, build comprehension skills, and meet higher standards.

Summary
The higher standards students today are expected to meet call for literacy instruction that focuses on the close reading of complex texts. These informational text passages are organized around high-interest topics connected to the curriculum and to key comprehension skills. The readings are specially formatted to provide practice with text marking, a proven, powerful tool for building comprehension skills, such as finding main idea and details, identifying cause and effect, and sequencing events. For use with Grade 2.

20 Reproducible Passages With Text-Marking Activities That Guide Students to Read Strategically for Deep Comprehension
Martin Lee, Marcia Miller

High-interest reproducible informational passages provide text-marking practice that help students read closely, build comprehension skills, and meet higher standards.

Summary
The higher standards students today are expected to meet call for literacy instruction that focuses on the close reading of complex texts. These informational text passages are organized around high-interest topics connected to the curriculum and to key comprehension skills. The readings are specially formatted to provide practice with text marking, a proven, powerful tool for building comprehension skills, such as finding main idea and details, identifying cause and effect, and sequencing events. For use with Grade 3.
20 Reproducible Passages With Text-Marking Activities That Guide Students to Read Strategically for Deep Comprehension
Martin Lee, Marcia Miller

High-interest reproducible informational passages provide text-marking practice that help students read closely, build comprehension skills, and meet higher standards.

Summary
The higher standards students today are expected to meet call for literacy instruction that focuses on the close reading of complex texts. These informational text passages are organized around high-interest topics connected to the curriculum and to key comprehension skills. The readings are specially formatted to provide practice with text marking, a proven, powerful tool for building comprehension skills, such as finding main idea and details, identifying cause and effect, and sequencing events. For use with Grade 4.

20 Reproducible Passages With Text-Marking Activities That Guide Students to Read Strategically for Deep Comprehension
Martin Lee, Marcia Miller

High-interest reproducible informational passages provide text-marking practice that help students read closely, build comprehension skills, and meet higher standards.

Summary
The higher standards students today are expected to meet call for literacy instruction that focuses on the close reading of complex texts. These informational text passages are organized around high-interest topics connected to the curriculum and to key comprehension skills. The readings are specially formatted to provide practice with text marking, a proven, powerful tool for building comprehension skills, such as finding main idea and details, identifying cause and effect, and sequencing events. For use with Grade 5.
20 Reproducible Passages With Text-Marking Activities That Guide Students to Read Strategically for Deep Comprehension

Martin Lee, Marcia Miller

High-interest reproducible informational passages provide text-marking practice that help students read closely, build comprehension skills, and meet higher standards.

Summary

The higher standards students today are expected to meet call for literacy instruction that focuses on the close reading of complex texts. These informational text passages are organized around high-interest topics connected to the curriculum and to key comprehension skills. The readings are specially formatted to provide practice with text marking, a proven, powerful tool for building comprehension skills, such as finding main idea and details, identifying cause and effect, and sequencing events. For use with Grade 6.

Inside Information
Developing Powerful Readers and Writers of Informational Text Through Project-Based Instruction

Nell Duke

A leading authority in using informational text shows teachers how to develop project-based units on reading, writing, and researching major text types-informative/explanatory, persuasive, procedural/how-to, nonfiction narrative, and biographical.

Summary

Most teachers understand the importance of teaching children to read and write informational text. But how do they do it effectively? And in a way that is truly engaging? Nell K. Duke has the answer. With this book, she shows teachers how to build skills in reading and writing major informational text types-informative/explanatory, persuasive: opinion, procedural/how-to, nonfiction narrative, and biography-through project-based instruction. Children read and write for real purposes and real audiences on topics that matter to them. In the process, they make a difference in the world.

Drawing from the latest research, Duke explains how to design and carry out instruction, providing a blueprint for developing project-based units from start to finish-units that move children through a logical progression of phases:

- Project Launch
- Reading and Research
- Writing and Research
- Revision and Editing
- Presentation and Celebration

Packed with clear, precise connections to Common Core State Standards, classroom-tested teaching ideas, and the work of practicing teachers and their students, this b...
Learning Express Reading and Math Jumbo Workbook Grade 1

A great way to help your child succeed in school! Hundreds of engaging practice pages promote mastery in key skills and topics, including: addition, subtraction, grammar, writing, phonics, and lots more!

Summary

From Scholastic, the most trusted name in educational excellence, here's a great way to help your child succeed in school! Hundreds of engaging practice pages promote mastery in key skills and topics, including: addition, subtraction, grammar, writing, phonics, and lots more! For use with .

Learning Express Reading and Math Jumbo Workbook Grade 2

A great way to help your child succeed in school! Hundreds of engaging practice pages promote mastery in key skills and topics, including: addition, subtraction, grammar vocabulary, phonics, and lots more!

Summary

From Scholastic, the most trusted name in educational excellence, here's a great way to help your child succeed in school! Hundreds of engaging practice pages promote mastery in key skills and topics, including: addition, subtraction, grammar vocabulary, phonics, and lots more! For use with .
Learning Express Reading and Math Jumbo Workbook Kindergarten
Scholastic Teaching Resources

A great way to help your child succeed in school! Hundreds of engaging practice pages promote mastery in key skills and topics, including: the alphabet, handwriting, phonics, counting, and lots more!

Summary
From Scholastic, the most trusted name in educational excellence, here's a great way to help your child succeed in school! Hundreds of engaging practice pages promote mastery in key skills and topics, including: the alphabet, handwriting, phonics, counting, and lots more! For use with .

Learning Express Reading and Math Jumbo Workbook PreK
Scholastic Teaching Resources

A great way to help your child succeed in school! Hundreds of engaging practice pages promote mastery in key skills and topics, including: the alphabet, handwriting, reading skills, counting, and lots more!

Summary
From Scholastic, the most trusted name in educational excellence, here's a great way to help your child succeed in school! Hundreds of engaging practice pages promote mastery in key skills and topics, including: the alphabet, handwriting, reading skills, counting, and lots more! For use with .
Marvin Terban?s Guide to Grammar: Parts of Speech
A Mini-Curriculum With Engaging Lessons, Fun Videos, Interactive Whiteboard Activities, and Reproducible Practice Pages for Teaching the Parts of Speech
Marvin Terban

Short, highly engaging videos partnered with interactive whiteboard activities and practice pages make teaching the parts of speech fun and engaging!

Summary
Teaching the parts of speech is super fun with Marvin Terban-Professor Grammar himself-as a virtual co-teacher. Marvin introduces each part of speech in a series of short, highly engaging videos that serve as a launch pad to a rich mini grammar curriculum that includes interactive whiteboard activities and reproducible practice pages. A great way to help students become more confident writers and readers! For use with Grades 3-6.

MORE Week-by-Week Sight Word Packets
An Easy System for Teaching 100 Important Sight Words to Set the Stage for Reading Success
Lisa McKeon

Jumpstart reading success with these reproducible learning packets that teach another 100 important sight words in a systematic and fun way!

Summary
Jumpstart reading success with these reproducible learning packets that teach another 100 important sight words in a systematic and fun way! Each packet offers multiple opportunities to practice the target sight words with activities that include tracing, sorting, word-building, word searches, and more. The packets are so easy to use that most children will be able to complete them independently. Perfect for whole-class learning, for centers and independent work, or for homework. For use with Grades K-2.

Contributor Bio
Lisa McKeon is a reading specialist, living in New York City.
My Math Readers CLASSROOM TUB
25 Easy-to-Read Books That Teach Key Math Concepts
Liza Charlesworth

Grasping must-know math concepts is easy as 1-2-3 with this comprehensive set of readers on the topics young learners need to know: numbers, counting, addition, subtraction, shapes, simple fractions, time, measurement, and much more. Inside this cheery red tub, you'll find six copies of 25 engaging ... 

Summary
Grasping must-know math concepts is easy as 1-2-3 with this comprehensive set of readers on the topics young learners need to know to meet the new math standards: numbers, counting, addition, subtraction, shapes, simple fractions, equivalents, sets, time, measurement, patterns, and much more. Inside this cheery red tub, you'll find six copies of 25 engaging titles (for a total of 150 books), which makes them perfect for group learning. Includes a big teaching guide filled with lesson plans, skill-building reproducibles, and everything you need to lay the foundation for math success. A super way to teach writing AND math together! For use with Grades PreK-1.

My Math Readers PARENT PACK
25 Easy-to-Read Books That Make Math Fun!
Liza Charlesworth

Learning must-know math concepts is easy as 1-2-3 with these lively little books children can read all by themselves! Inside this sturdy little box, you'll find 25 fun-filled titles on these key topics: numbers, counting, addition, subtraction, shapes, simple fractions, sets, time, measurement, and ... 

Summary
Learning key math concepts is easy as 1-2-3 with these lively little books children can read all by themselves! Inside this sturdy little box, you'll find 25 fun-filled titles on the topics kids needs to know-numbers, counting, addition, subtraction, shapes, simple fractions, sets, time, measurement, patterns, and more-PLUS a handy parent guide. A great way to set stage for school success in reading and math! For use with Grades PreK-1.
Now I Know My Alphabet & Phonics
Henry Lucia Kemp

Engaging activity pages that give children practice with the letters of the alphabet, connecting letters with the sounds they make, and other key phonics skills.

Summary
This big collection of engaging activity pages will give children lots of opportunities to practice and master key early concepts and skills involving recognizing and writing the letters of the alphabet, connecting letters with the sounds they make, and other key phonics skills—building blocks that help lay the foundation for reading success. It’s the perfect way to support the learning young children need to excel in school and become lifelong learners!

Now I Know My Numbers, Colors, Shapes & More
Henry Lucia Kemp

Engaging activity pages that give children lots of opportunities to practice and master key early concepts and skills involving numbers, colors, shapes, and patterns!

Summary
This big collection of engaging activity pages will give children lots of opportunities to practice and master key early concepts and skills involving numbers, colors, shapes, and patterns. It’s the perfect way to support the learning young children need to excel in school and become lifelong learners!
Now I Know My Word Families and Sight Words
Henry Lucia Kemp

Engaging activity pages that give children lots of opportunities to practice and master more than 50 different word families and 100 key sight words!

Summary
This big collection of engaging activity pages will give children lots of opportunities to practice and master more than 50 different word families and 100 key sight words—building blocks that help lay the foundation for reading success. It’s the perfect way to support the learning young children need to excel in school and become lifelong learners!

Ready-to-Go Differentiated Literacy Centers: Grade 1
Engaging Centers Designed to Help Every Student Meet the Common Core
Margo Southall

Summary
This go-to resource contains a year’s worth of differentiated activities for literacy centers, correlated with the Common Core State Standards for reading literature and informational text, writing, speaking and listening, and foundational skills. Engaging task cards with word cards, picture cards, and student activity sheets guide students to practice essential skills independently at their own level and pace. The teaching guide includes model mini-lessons to introduce center tasks and routines, assessment ideas, record-keeping forms for tracking and documenting student work and progress, and a streamlined management system—complete with a rotation plan and center and task icons. The accompanying CD contains dozens of reproducible student pages and teacher forms—everything teachers need to launch centers effectively and keep them running smoothly all year long! The sturdy storage box with folders organizes it all for years of use. For use with Grade 1.
Ready-to-Go Differentiated Literacy Centers: Grade 2
Engaging Centers Designed to Help Every Student Meet the Common Core
Margo Southall

Summary
This go-to resource contains a year's worth of differentiated activities for literacy centers, correlated with the Common Core State Standards for reading literature and informational text, writing, speaking and listening, and foundational skills. Engaging task cards with word cards, picture cards, and student activity sheets guide students to practice essential skills independently at their own level and pace. The teaching guide includes model mini-lessons to introduce center tasks and routines, assessment ideas, record-keeping forms for tracking and documenting student work and progress, and a streamlined management system-complete with a rotation plan and center and task icons. The accompanying CD contains dozens of reproducible student pages and teacher forms-everything teachers need to launch centers effectively and keep them running smoothly all year long! The sturdy storage box with folders organizes it all for years of use. For use with Grade 2.

Sight Word Tales Interactive E-Storybooks
25 E-books With Engaging Interactive Whiteboard Activities That Teach the Top 100 High-Frequency Words
Scholastic

Summary
Get children on the road to reading success with this collection of interactive e-books that systematically teach the top 100 sight words.

Get children on the road to reading success with this collection of interactive e-books that systematically teach the top 100 sight words. Each e-book introduces-and reinforces-four sight words in the context of a highly engaging story. Audio read-aloud and text highlighting help boost children's reading skills. Includes three CDs with 25 e-books, cheers, interactive whiteboard activities, and PDFs, plus a companion guide with teaching strategies and reproducible versions of the e-books. For use with Grades K-2.
Targeted Reading Interventions for the Common Core: Grades 4-8
Classroom-Tested Lessons That Help Struggling Students Meet the Rigors of the Standards
Diana Sisson, Betsy Sisson

Interactive lessons that scaffold students and build their capacity to read complex texts.

Summary
Help struggling readers step up to the standards with these classroom-tested interventions. Reading experts Diana Sisson and Betsy Sisson have broken down each standard into its essential skills. Then the Sissons designed and tested interactive lessons that scaffold students as they learn to apply these skills, building their capacity to read and comprehend complex informational texts and literature. Created with the goal of meeting students where they are and guiding them to where they need to be, this is the go-to resource for any teacher with students who need extra support. For use with Grades 4-8.

Contributor Bio
Diana Sisson, Ed.D., and Betsy Sisson, Ed.D., have more than 30 years of classroom experience between them. They are currently literacy consultants based on Connecticut.

Targeted Reading Interventions for the Common Core: Grades K-3
Classroom-Tested Lessons That Help Struggling Students Meet the Rigors of the Standards
Diana Sisson, Betsy Sisson

Interactive lessons that scaffold students and build their capacity to read complex texts.

Summary
Help struggling readers step up to the standards with these classroom-tested interventions. Reading experts Diana Sisson and Betsy Sisson have broken down each standard into its essential skills. Then the Sissons designed and tested interactive lessons that scaffold students as they learn to apply these skills, building their capacity to read and comprehend complex informational texts and literature. Created with the goal of meeting students where they are and guiding them to where they need to be, this is the go-to resource for any teacher with students who need extra support. For use with Grades K-3.

Contributor Bio
Diana Sisson, Ed.D., and Betsy Sisson, Ed.D., have more than 30 years of classroom experience between them. They are currently literacy consultants based on Connecticut.
Teaching Informational Text: A Complete Interactive Whiteboard Curriculum
Everything You Need to Target and Teach Key Text Structures and Features to Help Students Meet Higher Standards
Wiley Blevins, Alice Boynton

Includes interactive whiteboard lessons, anchor videos, leveled complex texts, assessments, and more. A great way to build successful readers!

Summary
Today’s students have to read and comprehend greater amounts of informational text, but navigating the various structures and features of nonfiction text is not easy. This systematic program teaches students how to interpret text structures, such as cause/effect, compare/contrast, and sequence, as well as text features, such as maps, charts, and graphs. Includes ready-to-use interactive whiteboard lessons, engaging anchor videos, leveled complex texts, graphic organizers, assessments, and more! For use with Grades 3-6.

Contributor Bio
Wiley Blevins is an early reading specialist who holds a M. Ed. from Harvard. He taught elementary school in both the United States and South America, and was Director of Special Projects for Scholastic in New York City. Wiley has written and edited many phonics and reading materials, and is the author of Phonics from A-Z and Teaching Phonics and Word Study in the Intermediate Grades, to name a few. He is also coauthor with Alice Boynton on several professional resources covering specific grade levels: Teaching Students to Read Nonfiction and Nonfiction Passages with Graphic Organizers for Independent Practice. He lives in New York City. Alice Boynton has taught professional development courses at Trinity University, San Antonio, Texas, and at Teachers College, Columbia University in New York City. She is a writer and editor with 15 years of experience in the elementary classroom. She is coauthor with Wiley Blevins on several Scholastic professional resources, including Teaching Students to Read Nonfiction and Nonfiction Passages with Graphic Organizers for Independent Practice. Alic...
The Flipped Reading Block: Making It Work
How to Flip Lessons, Blend in Technology, and Manage Small Groups to Maximize Student Learning
Gina Pasisis

How to make the flipped classroom really work!

Summary
Flipped lessons and blended learning are powerful ways to engage digital natives and maximize learning time—both in the classroom and out. Mentor teacher Gina Pasisis offers strategies and tips for making this approach work in the reading classroom, including how-to's for flipping lessons, blended strategies that incorporate technology for working with small groups and facilitating independent reading, and management solutions to keep everything running efficiently and effectively. Includes companion online materials—model lessons, student samples, and more! For use with Grades 4-8.

Transforming Literacy Teaching in the Era of Higher Standards: 3-5
Model Lessons and Practical Strategies That Show You How to Integrate the Standards to Plan and Teach With Confidence
Karen Biggs-Tucker, Brian Tucker

Master teachers describe the shifts needed to transform literacy instruction to help students meet rigorous standards.

Summary
The Common Core has raised the bar for students—and their teachers. In this comprehensive resource, master teachers Karen Biggs-Tucker and Brian Tucker describe the teaching shifts needed to help students meet the rigorous demands of the new standards, showing teachers how they can build upon good practice already in place and take it up a notch to address higher standards. With charts highlighting changes, sample lessons that take instruction to the next level, and plenty of practical tips and how-to's, this will be a welcome companion for any teacher working with rigorous standards. Includes downloadable videos and teaching resources! For use with Grades 3-5.

Contributor Bio
Dr. Karen Biggs-Tucker has been an elementary school teacher for twenty-five years working extensively in grades two and five. A graduate of Loyola University's doctoral program, Dr. Biggs-Tucker loves to share ideas with others about how to instill a love for both reading and writing in students of all ages. Dr. Biggs-Tucker's research interests include children's literature and literacy engagement.

Brian Tucker has been an elementary school teacher at Wild Rose Elementary School in St. Charles, Illinois. He currently teaches fifth grade.
Transforming Literacy Teaching in the Era of Higher Standards: Grades K-2
Model Lessons and Practical Strategies That Show You How to Integrate the Standards to Plan and Teach With Confidence
Maria Walther

Summary
The Common Core has raised the bar for students-and their teachers. In this comprehensive resource, master teacher Maria Walther describes the teaching shifts needed to help students meet the rigorous demands of the Core, showing teachers how they can build upon good practice already in place and take it up a notch to address the Core. With charts highlighting changes, sample lessons that take instruction to the next level, and plenty of practical tips and how-to’s, this will be a welcome companion for any teacher working with the Common Core. Includes downloadable videos and teaching resources! For use with Grades K-2.

Transforming Literacy Teaching in the Era of Higher Standards: Middle School
Model Lessons and Practical Strategies That Show You How to Integrate the Standards to Plan and Teach With Confidence
Midge Madden

Summary
The Common Core has raised the bar for students-and their teachers. In this comprehensive resource, Midge Madden and Valarie Lee describe the teaching shifts needed to help students meet the rigorous demands of the Core, showing teachers how they can build upon good practice already in place and take it up a notch to address the Core. With charts highlighting changes, sample lessons that take instruction to the next level, and plenty of practical tips and how-to’s, this will be a welcome companion for any teacher working with the Common Core. Includes downloadable videos and teaching resources! For use with Grades 5 & Up.
**Week-by-Week Math Review for the Digital Classroom: Grade 1**

*Ready-to-Use, Animated PowerPoint® Slideshows With Practice Pages That Help Students Master Key Math Skills and Concepts*

Steve Wyborney

Help students retain the math skills and concepts they learned with these quick, ready-made animated PowerPoint slideshow reviews.

**Summary**

Help students retain the math skills and concepts they learned with these quick, ready-made animated PowerPoint slideshow reviews. Each weekly review covers four math concepts in a progressive spiral that builds upon one another and follows most math curriculums. Also includes leveled worksheets-two per review-that can be used for homework or independent practice. A great way to get students ready for math assessments and meet higher standards! For use with Grade 1.

**Week-by-Week Math Review for the Digital Classroom: Grade 2**

*Ready-to-Use, Animated PowerPoint® Slideshows With Practice Pages That Help Students Master Key Math Skills and Concepts*

Steve Wyborney

Help students retain the math skills and concepts they learned with these quick, ready-made animated PowerPoint slideshow reviews.

**Summary**

Help students retain the math skills and concepts they learned with these quick, ready-made animated PowerPoint slideshow reviews. Each weekly review covers four math concepts in a progressive spiral that builds upon one another and follows most math curriculums. Also includes leveled worksheets-two per review-that can be used for homework or independent practice. A great way to get students ready for math assessments and meet higher standards! For use with Grade 2.
Week-by-Week Math Review for the Digital Classroom: Grade 3
Ready-to-Use, Animated PowerPoint® Slideshows With Practice Pages That Help Students Master Key Math Skills and Concepts
Steve Wyborney

Help students retain the math skills and concepts they learned with these quick, ready-made animated PowerPoint slideshow reviews.

Summary
Help students retain the math skills and concepts they learned with these quick, ready-made animated PowerPoint slideshow reviews. Each weekly review covers four math concepts in a progressive spiral that builds upon one another and follows most math curriculums. Also includes leveled worksheets-two per review—that can be used for homework or independent practice. A great way to get students ready for math assessments and meet higher standards! For use with Grade 3.

Week-by-Week Math Review for the Digital Classroom: Grade 4
Ready-to-Use, Animated PowerPoint® Slideshows With Practice Pages That Help Students Master Key Math Skills and Concepts
Steve Wyborney

Help students retain the math skills and concepts they learned with these quick, ready-made animated PowerPoint slideshow reviews.

Summary
Help students retain the math skills and concepts they learned with these quick, ready-made animated PowerPoint slideshow reviews. Each weekly review covers four math concepts in a progressive spiral that builds upon one another and follows most math curriculums. Also includes leveled worksheets-two per review—that can be used for homework or independent practice. A great way to get students ready for math assessments and meet higher standards! For use with Grade 4.
Week-by-Week Math Review for the Digital Classroom: Grade 5
Ready-to-Use, Animated PowerPoint® Slideshows With Practice Pages That Help Students Master Key Math Skills and Concepts
Steve Wyborney

Help students retain the math skills and concepts they learned with these quick, ready-made animated PowerPoint slideshow reviews.

Summary
Help students retain the math skills and concepts they learned with these quick, ready-made animated PowerPoint slideshow reviews. Each weekly review covers four math concepts in a progressive spiral that builds upon one another and follows most math curriculums. Also includes leveled worksheets-two per review—that can be used for homework or independent practice. A great way to get students ready for math assessments and meet higher standards! For use with Grade 5.

Week-by-Week Math Review for the Digital Classroom: Grade 6
Ready-to-Use, Animated PowerPoint® Slideshows With Practice Pages That Help Students Master Key Math Skills and Concepts
Steve Wyborney

Help students retain the math skills and concepts they learned with these quick, ready-made animated PowerPoint slideshow reviews.

Summary
Help students retain the math skills and concepts they learned with these quick, ready-made animated PowerPoint slideshow reviews. Each weekly review covers four math concepts in a progressive spiral that builds upon one another and follows most math curriculums. Also includes leveled worksheets-two per review—that can be used for homework or independent practice. A great way to get students ready for math assessments and meet higher standards! For use with Grade 6.
Word Family Tales Interactive E-Storybooks
25 E-books With Engaging Interactive Whiteboard Activities That Teach the Top Word Families
Scholastic

Build early phonics and reading skills with this collection of interactive e-books that teach the top word families.

Summary
Build early phonics and reading skills with this collection of interactive e-books that teach the top word families. Each e-book introduces a family of words with the same spelling pattern in the context of a fun and engaging story. Audio read-aloud and text highlighting help boost children's reading skills. Includes three CDs with 25 e-books, cheers, interactive whiteboard activities, and PDFs, plus a companion guide with teaching strategies and reproducible versions of the e-books. For use with Grades K-2.

Write-On/Wipe-Off Alphabet Fun
Einhorn Kama

Learning the letters A to Z is fun with this write-on/wipe-off flip chart! When kids pick up the pen, they’ll get lots of opportunities to read, write, draw and boost all-important alphabet skills that set the stage for literacy success.

Summary
Learning the letters A to Z is fun with this write-on/wipe-off flip chart! When kids pick up the pen, they’ll get lots of opportunities to read, write, draw and boost all-important alphabet skills that set the stage for literacy success. An innovative resource to use again and again!
Write-On/Wipe-Off Fill-in Fun
Charlesworth Liza

Get creative and boost literacy skills with this fun write-on/wipe-off flip chart! When kids pick up the pen, they’ll get lots of opportunities to read, write, rhyme, draw…and star in their very own stories!

Summary
Get creative and boost literacy skills with this fun write-on/wipe-off flip chart! When kids pick up the pen, they’ll get lots of opportunities to read, write, rhyme, draw…and star in their very own stories! An innovative resource to use again and again!

Write-On/Wipe-Off Number Fun
Einhorn Kama

Learning the numbers 0 through 10-and beyond-is fun with this write-on/wipe-off flip chart! When kids pick up the pen, they’ll get lots of opportunities to count, add, write, draw…and boost all-important numeracy skills that set the stage for math success.

Summary
Learning the numbers 0 through 10-and beyond-is fun with this write-on/wipe-off flip chart! When kids pick up the pen, they’ll get lots of opportunities to count, add, write, draw…and boost all-important numeracy skills that set the stage for math success. An innovative resource to use again and again!
Write-On/Wipe-Off Time & Money
Jones Milo

Learning about time and money is fun with this write-on/wipe-off flip chart! When kids pick up the pen, they'll get lots of opportunities to tell time, count coins, add, write, draw...and boost essential real-world math skills.

Summary
Learning about time and money is fun with this write-on/wipe-off flip chart! When kids pick up the pen, they'll get lots of opportunities to tell time, count coins, add, write, draw...and boost essential real-world math skills. An innovative resource to use again and again!